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Single bubble sonoluminescence isnot an exotic phenomenon but can quantitatively be accounted
for by applying a few well-known, simple concepts: the Rayleigh–Plesset dynamics of the bubble’s
radius, polytropic uniform heating of the gas inside the bubble during collapse, the dissociation of
molecular gases, and thermal radiation of the remaining hot noble gas, where itsfinite opacity
~transparency for its own radiation! is essential. A system of equations based on these ingredients
correctly describes the widths, shapes, intensities, and spectra of the emitted light pulses, all as a
function of the experimentally adjustable parameters, namely, driving pressure, driving frequency,
water temperature, and the concentration and type of the dissolved gas. The theory predicts that the
pulse width of strongly forced xenon bubbles should show a wavelength dependence, in contrast to
argon bubbles. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-6631~99!01704-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Converting sound into light

Single bubble sonoluminescence~SBSL! is a phenom-
enon that was discovered not even a decade ago,1 and has
triggered a large number of experimental, numerical, a
theoretical publications in subsequent years. At first, the p
cess of converting sound energy into visible light seem
mysterious in almost all of its aspects. The light is emitted
the collapse phase of the oscillation cycle of amm-sized gas
bubble driven by a standing ultrasound wave excited i
glass flask~cf. Refs. 1, 2 for the experimental setup!. In a
small parameter range of driving pressure amplitudesPa

~typically 1.2–1.5 atm! and gas concentrations in the liqu
c` ~e.g.,'0.2%–0.4% of the saturation concentrationc0 for
argon!, the light pulses are emitted very regularly, once p
cycle. Despite the violent collapses, the bubble rema
stable for many hours.

Two basic questions arise:~i! What is the mechanism o
the light emission and~ii ! what determines the paramet
regime of SBSL?

(i) Light emission:A large number of different model
have been suggested to explain the mechanism of ligh
diation, ranging from bremsstrahlung,3,4 collision-induced
emission5 and emission from electrons in voids6 to
fractoluminescence.7 Many of these approaches require a d
tailed description of the gasdynamics inside the bubble
include, e.g., the effects of thermal conduction8–10 or the
possible creation of inward-focusing shock waves.3,4,11 The
most elaborate model today is probably the one presente
Moss et al.,4 including full PDE numerics for the bubbl
interior, computing temperature profiles and shock wa
1311070-6631/99/11(6)/1318/13/$15.00
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propagation inside the bubble. These calculations arrive
realistic numbers for emission intensities and pulse widt4

by taking into account opacity~i.e., the degree of photon
absorption in the medium! and plasma physical process
such as the cooling of the gas by plasma heat conduct
Apart from presenting a formidable task concerning the n
essary numerical effort, detailed calculations have also
fered from modeling uncertainties, because very little re
able data is available about the microscopic and macrosc
physical properties of a gas at the temperatures and pres
encountered inside a SL bubble.

(ii) Parameter regime of SBSL:The basic experimenta
parameters that can be varied are the forcing pressure am
tude, the forcing frequency, the water temperature, the
concentration, and the gas type. The hydrodynami
chemical approach to SBSL,12–19 which for self-consistency
is briefly outlined in the following section, provides a qua
titative explanation for the parameter dependences of SB
Moreover, the theory yields a number of predictions~see
also Ref. 20!, many of which have been confirmed mea
while in experiment.2,21–24

The motivation for the present work is the question
whether the hydrodynamical/chemical approach can be
tended to compute light emission,maintaining its simple
character. Indeed, this turns out to be possible. The cent
idea is to include thermal radiation in the model, taking sp
cial care to consider thefinite opacity of the heated gas
following Mosset al.4 and succeeding papers.16,25,26

B. The merits of the bubble dynamical approach

A surprisingly accurate description of the radial oscill
tions of a bubble~even for very nonlinear oscillations! has
8 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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1319Phys. Fluids, Vol. 11, No. 6, June 1999 Hilgenfeldt, Grossmann, and Lohse
been known for a long time in form of the Rayleigh–Ples
~RP! equation, a nonlinear ODE for the bubble radiusR,
whose interior is taken to be uniform:27–30

r l S RR̈1
3

2
Ṙ2D5pgas@R~ t !#1pvap2P~ t !2P0

1
R

cl

d

dt
pgas@R~ t !#24h l

Ṙ

R
2

2s

R
. ~1!

Here,pgas is the gas pressure inside the bubble, modeled
a van der Waals-type process equation,

ṗgas~R,t !5
d

dt
pgas@R~ t !#52g~R,Ṙ,T!

3R2Ṙ

R32h3 pgas,

~2!

whereh represents the~collective! van der Waals hard cor
radius. The effective polytropic exponentg describes the de
gree of isothermality or adiabaticity of the bubble motion
a given time. Hereg is, in general, a function ofR, Ṙ, and
the gas temperatureT, which will be discussed in detail be
low. If g can be assumed constant throughout the oscillat
~2! can be integrated to yield

pgas@R~ t !#5S P01
2s

R0
D S R0

32h3

R3~ t !2h3D g

, ~3!

R0 being the ambient bubble radius~stationary radius unde
normal temperature and pressure!. HereR0 is related toh via
h5R0/8.86 ~for argon!.31 The physical parameters in~1!–
~3! are the liquid densityr l , viscosity h l , and speed of
soundcl , the surface tensions, the vapor pressurepvap of
water, and the constant ambient pressureP051 atm. We will
take the material constants to have the values for the cas
argon gas dissolved in water at 20 °C throughout this stu
unless otherwise noted. HereP(t)52Pa cosvt is the exter-
nal ultrasound driving, taken to be a spatially homogene
standing wave. The driving frequencyf 5v/2p is typically
20–40 kHz in today’s experiments. Vapor pressure
crudely represented by the termpvap, whose value is
bounded from below by the vapor pressure of water at
ambient temperature, thus setting a lower limit to the b
ble’s interior pressure at expansion. Note that~1! contains
viscous damping and sound damping~the term}1/cl), but
no explicit thermal damping term like the one calculated
linear oscillations by Prosperetti in Ref. 32. For arg
bubbles of the size and subject to the driving frequencie
SBSL experiments, the first two damping effects are m
important in this linear limit.33 The modeling of the SBSL
bubble dynamics was recently refined by including therm
damping effects.19

Figure 1~a! shows an oscillation period of the typica
R(t) dynamics of a bubble in the SL parameter regimef
520 kHz, Pa51.3 atm, R055.0mm). The light pulse is
emitted at the point of minimum radius after the fast collap
following the slow expansion to about ten times the ambi
radius. Upon collapse, the bubble radius becomes com
rable toh and the density reaches values similar to those
condensed matter. The strong collapsing dynamics of su
bubble provides the extreme energy focusing necessar
Downloaded 13 Apr 2005 to 130.89.112.66. Redistribution subject to AIP
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create light from sound. Surprisingly, for appropriate para
eter values the bubble survives this catastrophic collapse
repeats the same oscillation with high precision for ma
millions of cycles. As mentioned above, thisstable SBSLis
observed in a small portion of the parameter space of driv
pressure amplitudePa and relative gas concentration
c` /c0 .

In the past years, the parameter restrictions on bub
stability have been explained12,13,17 as a consequence o
thresholds for bubble instabilities toward shape oscillatio
and diffusive processes, in very good agreement with exp
ment; cf. e.g., the results in Refs. 2, 22–24, and 34. Li
wise, the long-standing puzzle of why a small percentage
noble gas in the gas mixture used in experiment is neces
for stable SBSL35 was solved14 by accounting for chemica
reactions in the bubble, which deplete the bubble interior
all gases except noble gases. This argon rectification theo14

has meanwhile been confirmed in various experiments.23,24,36

All these conclusions were drawn on the basis of the v
simple bubble dynamical description sketched above, wit
constantg51, as the size of the bubble is so small that h
is readily exchanged between its interior and exterior
most of the cycle, resulting in isothermal behavior.

The importance of the different material parameters
been investigated numerically13,16,18,37 and analytically.17

The dependence of viscosity, gas solubility, and water va
pressure on water temperature conspire to allow for lar
maximal SBSL light intensities at lower wat
temperatures.16,38Further studies17,37elucidated the possibili-
ties for achieving SL in larger bubbles or with more viole
collapses~‘‘upscaling’’!.

Whereas all these facts fit together to form a consist

FIG. 1. ~a! Time series R(t) for f 520 kHz, Pa51.3 atm, and R0

55.0mm, computed from the complete system~1!, ~4!, ~6!–~10!, ~11! over
one driving cycle. The time axis is normalized with the driving periodTd

51/f . The dashed box indicates the range of plots~b! and ~c!. ~b! A
close-up ofR(t) ~solid line! around the instantt* of minimum radius. Note
the asymmetric collapse–rebound behavior. The dashed line gives the
namics as computed without theg(t) modification discussed in Sec. II E
On the scale of~a! these two graphs are indistinguishable. For the same
cases,~c! gives the variation ofg in time. The modification only affects the
innermost;1025Td aroundt* .
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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1320 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 11, No. 6, June 1999 Hilgenfeldt, Grossmann, and Lohse
picture of bubble dynamics, the process of light emission
still not included. The most simple explanation, name
thermal blackbody radiation, has been discarded on two
counts:~i! blackbody radiation would be coupled to the d
namics of the temperature in the bubble, i.e., it is expecte
change on the time scales of bubble dynamics, which fr
theoretical calculations seem to be longer than the obse
pulse widths.39–42 ~ii ! Gompf et al.,39,40 and later Hiller
et al.,41 experimentally found the pulse width to be indepe
dent of the wavelengthl of the radiation. Moran and
Sweider42 find only a rather weak dependencel in some
parameter regimes. However, a blackbody emitter wo
yield much longer pulses in the red than in the ultraviol
unlike what is seen in these experiments; see Sec. III.

Our aim in this paper is to capture the essentials of
light production mechanism by a simple, but quantitati
model along the lines of the above-mentioned bubble
namical approach. With the uniform bubble interior used
our calculations, the light emission must necessarily be
termined by the uniform temperatureT(t) inside the bubble.
In Sec. II we will deal with the consistent computation
T(t) from R(t). We proceed by presenting results confirm
ing the failure of ideal blackbody calculations to account
the light emission characteristics~Sec. III!. The full model
contains a temperature- and wavelength-dependent op
of the gas~Sec. IV!. In Sec. V a systematic comparison
the theoretical results to experimental data is made, wh
turns out to be rather satisfactory. In Sec. VI we pres
predictions made and conclusions drawn from our mode

II. FROM BUBBLE DYNAMICS TO TEMPERATURE
ESTIMATES

A. Bubble dynamics near collapse

Even for bubble oscillations of a strongly nonlinear ch
acter~involving large changes in the bubble radius and v
lent collapses!, the Rayleigh–Plesset equation provides
accurate description as long as the speed of the bubble
uṘu is smaller than the speed of sound in water,cl

51481 ms21.43 Although this condition breaks down in th
last ns before the collapse ends~i.e., before the minimum
radius Rmin is reached!, it is reestablished quickly as th
bubble decelerates and starts its reexpansion, which is
nerically much slower (;100 ms21!. Therefore, although the
details of the time interval aroundR'Rmin will not be de-
scribed very accurately, the orders of magnitude of
bubble dynamical quantities~and also the gas temperatu
following from these! should be reliable. Especially, th
asymmetric shape of the collapse displayed in Figs. 1~a! and
1~b! not only occurs in the calculated solution of~1!, but is
also seen experimentally.40,44,45

B. Including temperature in the Rayleigh–Plesset
picture

We are looking for a self-consistent extension of~1! and
~2!, including the gas temperatureT to form a three-variable
ODE system forR, Ṙ, andT. Using the excluded volume va
der Waals equation of state,
Downloaded 13 Apr 2005 to 130.89.112.66. Redistribution subject to AIP
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4p

3
~R32h3!5

4p

3
R0

3vmRT, ~4!

with the ideal gas constantR and the specific molar volume
vm under normal conditions,~2! yields

Ṫ52@g~R,Ṙ,T!21#
3R2Ṙ

R32h3 T. ~5!

To close the system of equations, we have to specifyg. Ef-
fectively, g is meant to describe the interplay of temperatu
changes because of bubble dynamics~expansion or compres
sion of the gas! on the one hand and temperature chan
because of thermal conduction on the other hand. If e.g.
bubble motion~time scaletdyn) is faster during collapse tha
the time scale of heat conduction through the bubblet th , the
collapse will be~nearly! adiabatic andg'G, whereG55/3
is the adiabatic exponent for argon. Away from collap
however, the bubble wall motion is relatively slow and he
conduction acts faster than the bubble motion, so that
bubble is~nearly! isothermal, withg'1. An order of mag-
nitude estimate fort th is R2/x0 , where x0 is the thermal
diffusivity of the gas inside the bubble under ambient con
tions. Withx0'2.231025 m2/s for argon andR of the order
of a few mm, we find thatt th;100 ns, which is both much
longer than the crucial time scale for light emission~so that
in this regime the bubble can be treated adiabatically! and
much shorter than the driving time scale~so that isothermal-
ity holds through most of the oscillation cycle!.

The presence of heat conduction modifies the results
the RP calculations in two ways: not only isg varying in
time, but the heat conduction leads to the formation o
thermal boundary layer at the bubble wall, effectively dimi
ishing the radius of high-temperature gas. Both effects w
be discussed in the following.

C. Computation of g

For the limit of weak~linear! bubble oscillations, the
time dependence of the effective polytropic exponentg is
known: Prosperetti32 has derived a rigorous, analytical fo
mula that relatesg to thePéclet numberPe. This number, by
definition, measures the relative importance of heat adv
tion and diffusion. Instead of using the rather complicat
equation in Ref. 32 in its full form, we use a fit that repr
duces its shape very closely, namely,

g~Pe!511~G21!expS 2
A

~Pe!BD , ~6!

with numerical parametersA'5.8, B'0.6. Obviously,
g(Pe→0)→1 ~isothermal behavior, where thermal diffusio
is dominant! and g(Pe→`)→G5 5

3 ~adiabatic behavior,
where advection is dominant!, as it is required. While Pros
peretti’s formula was developed for weak bubble oscil
tions, it does retain its physical meaning of interpolating b
tween isothermal and adiabatic behavior in the case
nonlinear oscillations. Therefore, we venture to extend
application here to the strong collapses of SL bubbles, us
a time-dependent, instantaneous Pe´clet number,
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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Pe5Pe~ t !5R~ t !uṘ~ t !u/x~R,T!, ~7!

which can be obtained from a dimensional argument
simple estimates of the terms in the PDE of temperat
conduction. Pe changes over several orders of magni
during a typical RP oscillation. For a very large part of t
driving cycle, the bubble follows the relatively slow tim
scales of the driving, yielding small Pe´clet numbers. Signifi-
cant deviations from isothermal behavior only occur in t
vicinity of the collapse, where~7! will yield large Pe and,
consequently, a strong temperature increase under com
sion.

D. Dependence of x on state variables

As the argon bubble becomes very dense at colla
~reaching densities of solid state matter!, we use the Enskog
theory of dense gases~cf. e.g., Ref. 46! to compute the de-
pendence ofx on R andT. The result is

x~R,T!5
25

48
G21S paAr

2 RT

mAr
D 1/2

G~x!, ~8!

with the molecular weight of argonmAr'0.040 kg/mol, and
the effective atomic diameteraAr'0.34 nm.46 HereG(x) is
a function of the dimensionless density,

x5
2pNAaAr

3

3vm

R0
3

R3 , ~9!

where,NA is Avogadro’s number. The virial expansion a
proximation used in Enskog theory yields

G~x!5
1

x S 1

11c1x1c2x21c3x3 11.2x

10.755x2~11c1x1c2x21c3x3! D , ~10!

with the virial coefficients c150.625, c250.2869, c3

50.115. Note that, in the limit of small densities, these f
mulas recover the well-known proportionalitiesx}AT/rg ,
whererg is the gas density.

The system of equations~1!, ~4!–~10! constitutes a
closed ODE system forR, Ṙ, andT. In the next two para-
graphs we will discuss slight modifications of this model.

E. Adiabatic and isothermal conditions around
collapse

The condition of adiabaticity around collapse is violat
according to the equations presented above when the bu
decelerates and the velocity changes sign, giving Pe50 and
thereforeg51 for Ṙ50. Thus,g(t) looks as displayed in
Fig. 1~c! ~dashed line!: after rising towardG during collapse,
it drops to 1 and then rises again until it finally drops back
the isothermal value as the bubble expands. This is an
physical feature of the present model, because the comp
tion of Pe fromR(t), Ṙ(t) does not account for the fact tha
the hot bubble cannot cool instantaneously. To get rid of
behavior,g is kept at its maximum value during the period
fall and rise around the instant whereṘ50 @Fig. 1~c! solid
Downloaded 13 Apr 2005 to 130.89.112.66. Redistribution subject to AIP
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line#. This is just a cosmetic correction, as numerical te
have shown that the computed light intensity is modifi
only on a 10% level by this modification, the bubble dyna
ics and temperatures being almost identical@cf. Figs. 1 and
2~a!#.

F. Thermal cooling in the boundary layer and the
bulk gas

In the uniform bubble model, the gas in the collapsi
bubble becomes much hotter than the water outside, so
there should be a vigorous exchange of heat, which gener
a cool thermal boundary layer inside the bubble wall. T
equations presented so far only capture the bulk effects
cooling by expansion.

If a hot sphere is instantaneously brought into cont
with an infinite liquid, the solution of the heat conductio
equation can be found analytically~cf. Ref. 47!, suggesting a
thermal boundary layer of thicknessd th(t)52@x(t)(t
2t0)#1/2 for t.t0 . Here, d th grows, starting from 0 at a
certain time t0 , reflecting the time it takes the bubble t
establish a sufficiently high Pe´clet number after the onset o
collapse. Whilet0 is in this way somewhat ambiguously de
fined, we notice that on the time scales of our interest
light emission~; 100 ps!, we have typicallyd th;10 nm, so
that this boundary layer process does not modify the ene
of the bubble interior markedly~note that even for smal
bubbles withR052 mm, the van der Waals hard core radiu
is still .200 nm!. Indeed, a numerical check shows that ta
ing d th into account leads to only very minor modification
of the temperature versus time curve. Therefore, we will
include it into the computations here.

FIG. 2. ~a! Temperature pulseT(t) according to~11!, as resulting from the
dynamics displayed in Fig. 1, i.e.,f 520 kHz, Pa51.3 atm, andR0

55.0mm. The uniform gas in the bubble reaches a maximum tempera
of Tmax'20 000 K. The dashed line gives the virtually unaltered curve wi
out the modification ing. ~b! Light intensities emitted by anideal blackbody
argon bubble withT(t) as in ~a!, for three different wavelength intervals
Shown are the total powerPUV in the UV range (200 nm,l,300 nm,
dashed!, the redPr (700 nm,l,800 nm, dot–dashed!, and the complete
detectable spectrumPd (200 nm,l,800 nm, solid!. All pulses have been
normalized to their respective maximum heights. The computed peak p
ers in absolute units are 1.731022 W for PUV , 6.731024 W for Pr , and
3.231022 W for Pd . The total number of emitted photons is 4.43107; the
FWHM of the pulses is indicated in~b!.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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Thermal cooling of thewhole bubble will, however, be
accounted for by adding a diffusive heat loss term to~5!, i.e.,
the full formula we use for the temperature change is

Ṫ52@g~R,Ṙ,T!21#
3R2Ṙ

R32h3 T2x
T2T`

R2 . ~11!

The time scaleR2/x is greater or equal to;10 ns, so that
this cooling has no effect on the fast dynamics during c
lapse or on the temperatures and light intensities compu
It only reduces the temperature back to the ambient~water!
temperatureT` during the afterbounce phase of the oscil
tion and ensures that the average energy content of
bubble stays constant from cycle to cycle.

G. Resulting temperature pulses

The system of equations~1!, ~4!, ~6!–~10!, ~11! is the
final version of our model. We use a standard Runge–K
adaptive step size algorithm to solve it numerically forR(t),
Ṙ(t), and T(t). Figure 2~a! shows the temperature puls
computed using the present model for the example par
eters from Fig. 1, yielding a maximum temperature ofTmax

'20 000 K, which is in accord with many previous theore
ical predictions and experimental conclusions, e.g., Refs
4. It is obvious that it reflects the asymmetry of the bub
collapse dynamics: the temperature rise time is much sm
than its fall time; the total FWHM is'1100 ps here. This is
comparable to the turnaround time ofR(t). Omitting the
modification ing discussed in Sec. II E leavesT(t) virtually
unchanged@the dashed line in Fig. 2~a!#.

III. THE FAILURE OF THE IDEAL BLACKBODY
MODEL

In the following paragraphs, we will treat the ide
blackbody light emission from bubbles with temperatu
computed from the above model. Although we show that
assumption of an ideal blackbody is insufficient to expla
the experimental data, we present these results because
elements of the refined model presented later in Sec. IV h
to be introduced already here.

A. Local thermodynamic equilibrium and blackbody
radiation

First, we have to make sure that the time scales
bubble dynamics we have encountered here~at least a few
10211s) are sufficient to allow for local thermodynam
equilibration of the bulk gas. The collision time scale
gases of the densities and temperatures we are dealing
here is comparable to that in liquids, and will therefore be
short as;10213s,46 corresponding to typical intermolecula
distances of 10210m and typical particle velocities o
103 m/s. That is, there is enough time for the atoms to
dergo several collisions in order to attain local thermod
namic equilibrium~LTE!. One can therefore assume that e
ery volume element of gas in the bubble is in therm
equilibrium with its surroundings.

Necessarily, an ensemble of atoms at a well-defined t
perature will have a radiationsource function~the intensity
of emitted radiation without taking into account the intera
Downloaded 13 Apr 2005 to 130.89.112.66. Redistribution subject to AIP
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tion of the emitted photons and the atoms! corresponding to
a Planck blackbody radiation spectrum. The source spec
intensity ~energy per unit time, wavelength interval, sol
angle, and projected surface area! at wavelengthl is thus
given by Planck’s law,

I l
Pl@T#5

2hc2

l5@exp~hc/lkBT!21#
, ~12!

with the Planck and Boltzmann constantsh andkB , and the
speed of light in vacuumc. The emission changes with tim
according to the temperature changesT(t). In order to cal-
culate the actually observed radiation, however, we have
take into account the degree ofabsorptionof the emitted
photons in the radiating body~the hot gas bubble! itself, i.e.,
its opacity or optical thickness. In this section we conside
the idealized blackbody approximation, where the bubble
considered asoptically thickand absorbs perfectly~its opac-
ity is infinite!. Accordingly, it emits light from a thin surface
layer only, since the radiation originating in the bulk of th
bubble is reabsorbed before it can reach the surface.

B. Calculating the properties of the pulses

For the optically thick case, the emission is complete
described by the blackbody radiation equation~12!. Together
with T(t) calculated according to Sec. II, this yields a tim
series for the emitted intensity at wavelengthl, I l(t)
5I l

Pl@T(t)#, as well as for the spectral radiance~emitted en-
ergy per time and wavelength interval! obtained by integrat-
ing over the projected bubble surface and all solid angle

Pl
Pl~ t !54p2R~ t !2I l

Pl@T~ t !#. ~13!

In the case of SBSL, only a certain part of the spectr
is detectable. The spectral radiance decreases strongl
ward the red, and the major part of the energy is capture
the wavelength rangel,l r'800 nm. On the other hand
the water surrounding the bubble strongly absorbs UV li
belowlUV'200 nm, so that this portion of the emitted ligh
is lost, and what is measured as the total power of the p
outside the flask is the integral,

PPl~ t !5E
lUV

lr
Pl

Pl~ t !dl. ~14!

It is of special interest to look at the temporal length
the light pulses in different wavelength intervals. In seve
experiments these pulse widths have been measured wit
ters of bandwidthDl'100 nm39 andDl'40 nm,42 or alter-
natively with a spectrographic procedure.41 While Gompf
et al.39 and Hilleret al.41 could not detect any spectral varia
tion of the pulse width, a small increase toward the red wa
lengths is reported by Moran and Sweider.42

Within the present formalism, it is easy to integrate t
spectral radiance over suitable wavelength intervals and
compare with the experimental results.

C. Blackbody approximation of bubble radiation

Figure 2~b! shows a simulation of the light pulses from
strongly collapsing bubble treated as a blackbody~param-
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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etersPa , R0 as in Fig. 1!. The pulse of total power emitte
into the visible part of the spectrum@Pd in Fig. 2~b!# reflects
the characteristic asymmetry of the dynamics, i.e., the
time of the emitted radiance is longer than the rise time40

The ‘‘black’’ bubble’s pulse width, however, is well outsid
the range of experimental observations39–42—with '500 ps
it is too long. While shorter pulses can be obtained w
smaller driving pressures and radii, e.g.,'275 ps FWHM
with Pa51.2 atm andR053.0mm, the average pulse width
are clearly overestimated in the blackbody model.

There are two more serious shortcomings of this cal
lation, namely,~i! it fails to reproduce quantitatively the ab
solute magnitude of the pulses, and~ii ! it predicts a too
strong variation of the pulse width with the photon wav
length interval. For the example of Fig. 2, the total numb
of photons emitted over one period is'4.43107 photons,
about ten times as many as observed in the strongest
pulses in argon experiments.2,38,48The variation of the pulse
width with l is shown in Fig. 2~b!, where the pulse intensi
ties in the ultraviolet wavelength interval (PUV , 200–300
nm!, in the red portion of the spectrum (Pr , 700–800 nm!,
and in the whole detectable spectral range (Pd , 200–800
nm! are depicted. The ‘‘red’’ pulse is more than twice
long as the ‘‘ultraviolet’’ pulse, a variation much too large
be compatible with the observations in Refs. 39–42. T
variations do not become significantly smaller if smallerPa

and/orR0 are analyzed. This indicates that the assumption
the bubble as a simple blackbody radiation source need
finement.

IV. FROM TEMPERATURE TO LIGHT EMISSION:
INCORPORATING FINITE OPACITY

A. The bubble as a volume emitter

We have assumed in the previous section that the bu
emits as an ideally absorbing blackbody with infinite opac
Comparing to more elaborate simulations, we see that
may not be the case: in an important study by Mosset al.,4

where shock waves inside the bubble play a crucial role
heat the gas to central temperatures above 105 K, finite opac-
ity is included in the calculations of their model. Although n
accurate experimental data on the absorption coefficien
gases in the relevant temperature and density range is a
able, the modeling in Ref. 4 suggests that practically
whole bubble istransparent~optically thin! for almost all the
time. This means that the bubble has to be treated as avol-
ume emitter. The detected radiation does not come just fro
a thin surface layer, but from the whole volume, as the p
tons are only weakly absorbed inside the bubble.

Let us denote the photon absorption coefficient~the in-
verse of the absorption length!, depending on the wavelengt
and, via temperature, on the location within the bubble a
the time, bykl@T(s,t)#. Then, the emitted intensity at wave
length l, after traveling a distances in the medium,
becomes49,50
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I l~s,t !5E
0

s

kl@T~s8,t !#

3expS 2E
0

s8
kl@T~s9,t !#ds9D I l

Pl@T~s8,t !#ds8.

~15!

Note that the source function is stillI l
Pl , because of LTE.

Keeping the approximation of uniform temperature throug
out the whole bubble, this reduces to

I l~s,t !5I l
Pl@T~ t !#„12exp$2kl@T~ t !#s%…, 0,s,2R.

~16!

In the limit of an optically thick blackbody (kl→`), this is
I l

Pl(t), while for smallkl ~the transparent limit! the emitted
intensity is considerably reduced, becoming proportiona
the dimensionless absorptivitykls. A very weakly absorb-
ing body is a very weak emitter. To get the total emitt
power, the intensity~16! ~per surface area and per sol
angle! must first be integrated over the cross section of
emitting part of the bubble, the thicknesss of the medium
varying ass52R cosu with the angleu from the line of
view. This gives the emitted power from the total bubble p
unit solid angle. As we assume isotropy, this quantity mu
plied by 4p is the total emitted power per wavelength inte
val:

Pl~ t !dl54p2R2I l
Pl@T~ t !#S 11

exp~22klR!

klR

1
exp~22klR!21

2kl
2R2 Ddl. ~17!

In the transparent limit (2klR!1), this yields

Pl
trans~ t !dl54pklI l

Pl@T~ t !#
4pR3

3
dl

5
4

3
klRPl

Pl~ t !dl, ~18!

which nicely illustrates the features of a volume emitt
multiplying I l

Pl by the volume of the bubble andreducingthe
emission as compared to the blackbody limit through mu
plication with kl . Obviously, for 2klR@1, Eq. ~17! yields
the emitted powerPl

Pl(t)dl from an ideal blackbody, pro-
portional to the surface area@cf. also~13!#.

B. Photon absorption in a weakly ionized gas

To determine the absorption coefficient, and thus
~17! the observable emission, we have to find out the do
nant ~microscopic! photon absorption processes in the g
This is not an easy task, as pointed out in Ref. 4, mos
because the combination of high temperatures and large
sities inside the collapsed bubble are not encountered
other physics experiments, so that almost no data are a
able. Nevertheless, some general formulas are applica
Evaluating the Saha equation for temperatures of sev
104 K shows that the gas~argon! is only weakly ionized~i.e.,
the number density of electronsne is much smaller than tha
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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of neutral atomsn!, becausekBT!Eion , the~first! ionization
energy of argon beingEion'15.8 eV. More precisely, the
degree of ionizationa5ne /n is49

a@T#5S 2pmekBT

h2 D 3/4S 2u1

nu0
D 1/2

expS 2
Eion

2kBTD , ~19!

whereme is the electron mass andu1 ,u0 are the statistica
weights for the ionic and the neutral ground state, resp
tively. Consistent with the hydrogen-like atom model of R
49, which we will use below to evaluate atomic energy le
els, we specify 2u1 /u051 for the statistical weights.

As the maximum temperatures encountered in the
parameter range are only of the order of a few eV~less than
2 eV in the case of Fig. 2!, the degree of ionization, eve
during the most violent collapses, is stilla&1% for argon.
Therefore, the free–free interactions of electrons and i
~inelastic collisions of charged particles! are not necessarily
the dominant processes of photon absorption~as it would be
the case in every considerably ionized gas49!. We have to
compare their contribution to absorption, denoted bykl

f f 1 ,
with the absorption coefficientkl

f f 0 due to the interaction o
photons with electrons colliding inelastically withneutral
atoms, for whichkl

f f 0}an2 instead ofkl
f f 1}a2n2.

According to Ref. 49, we have

kl
f f 1@T#5

4

3 S 2p

3mekBTD 1/2 Z2e6l3

~4pe0!3hc4me
a@T#2n2, ~20!

with the effective chargeZ of the ions ~taken to beZ51
here!, the electron chargee, and the vacuum permeabilitye0 .

To evaluatekl
f f 0 we need the effective inelastic collisio

cross section of electrons with neutral atoms, the so-ca
transport scattering cross sections tr .

51 It is normally of the
order of~mostly somewhat larger than! the geometrical cross
section of the neutral atoms. The quantitys tr is tabulated as
a function of the kinetic energyEe of the incident electron;
with good accuracy, we have for argon a linear depende
of the cross section onEe ,52

s tr~Ee!'ctrEe1dtr , ~21!

in the relevant range of electron energies, with the const
ctr'1.6310220m2/eV, dtr'20.6310220m2.

Using the linearity of this formula, we arrive at an e
pression forkl

f f 0@ve# for interacting electrons of velocity
ve5A2Ee /me, namely,

kl
f f 0@ve#5

e2l2

~4pe0!pc3 a@T#n2S ctrve
31

4dtrve

3me
D . ~22!

Equation ~22! uses the long wavelength approximatio
hc/lkBT,1, but should yield reasonable values for smal
wavelengths, too.49 Inserting~19! in ~22! and averaging the
equation over the~Maxwell-distributed! electron velocities,
we obtain the absorption coefficient as a function of tempe
ture,

kl
f f 0@T#5

e2

pe0

~2kBT!9/4n3/2

h3/2c3me
3/4p3/4l2S ctr1

dtr

3kBTD
3expS 2

Eion

2kBTD . ~23!
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Numerical computation of~23! and a comparison to the ioni
contribution shows that~for argon! kl

f f 0 is indeed compa-
rable tokl

f f 1 in most regions of the SL parameter range.
Photonicbound–free ionization of already excited atom

and bound–bound excitations of electrons on the discre
energy levels of the atom in question also contribute to
photon absorption. In both cases the discrete energy leve
the neutral atom must be known or modeled. For the boun
free processes, we follow the ‘‘hydrogen-like atom’’ mod
of Ref. 49, which results in

kl
b f@T#5

64p4

3)

Z4e10men

~4pe0!5h6c4 l3

3 (
j 5 j*

`
1

j 3 expS 2
Eion2Ej

kBT D , ~24!

where j is the index of the bound states (j 51 being the
ground state!, and Ej5Eion / j 2 the corresponding energies
with Ej increasing fromE`50 to E15Eion . The sum starts
at the lowest-lying levelj * for which Ej* ,hc/l. Adding
this absorption tokl

f f 1 ~which is also due to the presence
ions!, we get the total ionic absorption coefficientkl

ion .
The atomic level system for argon~and the other noble

gases as well! features a large gap between the ground s
and the next-lowest level~described here byj 52). Above
j 52, the term system has a lot of relatively closely spac
energy levels, which suggests a continuum model forl
.l2 , whereE25hc/l2 . Indeed, with these assumptions th
sum overj in ~24! can be replaced by an integral and com
puted analytically.49 Insertinga from ~19!, we finally get the
relatively simple formula,

kl
ion@T#5

16p2

3)

e6kBTn

~4pe0!3h4c4 l3

3expS 2
Eion2hc/max$l,l2%

kBT D . ~25!

The wavelengthl2 corresponding to the lowest-lying leve
above the ground state can be retrieved from tables, e.g
Ref. 53.

The bound–bound processes are harder to model.
absence of emission or absorption lines in the SL spectr2,54

suggests that the line contributions are either very weak
swamped by the continuum spectrum, or suffer so much
broadening that they form part of the continuum.55 While we
cannot decide this case at present, we remark that inse
the maximum values of temperature and pressure from
presented calculations into the well-known formulas
pressure broadening~the most plausible candidate for exte
sive line broadening in our situation; cf., e.g., Ref. 50, 5!
gives considerable, but not excessively large, line widths
that a line structure would still be visible in the spectru
Since they are not observed, we neglect the bound–bo
contributions here, bearing in mind that, by only consider
the absorption from~23! and ~25!, we have underestimate
the optical thickness and therefore the emitted power fr
the bubble. Moreover, we do not account for impurities
the argon bubble due to the presence of a small percentag
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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molecular gases and/or water vapor. The presence of t
more easily excitable species could cause a larger opa
too.57,58

Although the formulas for the contributions to absor
tion may look lengthy, they are easily implemented into t
formalism and present no computational difficulties. We c
now straightforwardly compute the temperature and wa
length dependence ofkl@T#5kl

f f 0@T#1kl
ion@T#. We see

from ~23! and~25! that it decreases strongly with decreasi
temperature, because of the exponential factors in th
equations. Therefore, we can expect a fast cutoff in the l
intensity when the temperature drops during the reexpan
phase of the oscillation. This will reduce the unrealistica
high photon numbers from the ideal blackbody calculatio
~cf. Sec. III C!.

In the next sections, we will use the absorption coe
cient kl@T# to compute length and spectral properties
SBSL light pulses from~17!. That it is sufficient to compute
absorption in order to calculate emission is a consequenc
Kirchhoff’s law, which states that absorption and emiss
are reciprocal mechanisms. Thus, the primary processe
the emission of sonoluminescence photons are precisely
verse to those responsible for absorption:~i! bremsstrahlung
from inelastic collisions of free electrons with neutral atom
corresponding tokl

f f 0@T#; ~ii ! bremsstrahlung of free elec
trons in the field of ions (kl

f f 1@T#); and ~iii ! photon emis-
sion from the recombination of free electrons and ions
form excited atoms (kl

b f@T#).

C. Light pulses and spectra in the refined model

Figure 3 shows the light pulses computed from t
model including the calculated opacity due to thermal brem
strahlung and recombination radiation~again for Pa

51.3 atm,R055.0mm). Let us first look at the dimension
less optical thicknesstl(t)[2kl@T(t)#R(t) of the bubble.
In Fig. 3~c! we see that the bubble in this example sta
optically thin (tl,1) for the whole oscillation cycle. Fig
ures 3~a! and 3~b! show how different the pulse widths of th
temperatureT(t) and the total emitted detectable pow
Pd(t) are: the small time interval in whichtl is relatively
large ‘‘cuts out’’ a short window from the temperature pul
to yield intense radiation for only about 150 ps. The lig
emission quenches very quickly as soon as the tempera
drops by just 10% or so of its maximum value. The physi
origin of this is the exponential dependence of the absorp
coefficients on the ratioEion /kBT, which, moreover, takes on
large values because of the hugeEion for noble gases, so tha
the variation of opacity withT is enormous.

Comparing the pulse width in the UV and red wav
length regions@Fig. 3~b!#, we see that the pulse width differ
ences that were present in the ideal blackbody model h
almost disappeared, the ‘‘red’’ pulse centered aroundl
5750 nm being only'10% longer than the UV pulse. A
small difference like this, amounting to'16 ps here~at very
different absolute intensities!, can hardly be detected in to
day’s experiments.40–42 Moran and Sweider42 do find longer
pulses in the red, but only for lower water temperatur
where the bubbles can be driven at largerPa andR0 ~cf. Ref.
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16!. This is completely in accordance with the prese
model, as will be discussed below.

The wavelength independence of the pulse widths ar
from the fact that the temperature dependences of~23! and
~25! are dominated by terms varying exponentially with t
inverse of the temperature, but practically independent of
wavelength, so that the cutoff occurs for the UV and the
light alike. The spectral intensity of the emitted power for t
present choice of parameters is given in Fig. 4~a!; displayed
is the spectral radiance averaged over one driving per
which is the quantity detected in experiment. In absol
intensity as well as in spectral distribution it compares w
to the experimental values.2,35 The explicit modeling of the
absorption edge forj 52 @cf. Sec. IV B, Eqs.~24!, ~25!# has,
however, led to a spectral maximum atl2(Ar)'294 nm,
which is not clearly resolved in experiment~an observed
maximum for argon is generally attributed to the onset
absorption by the water2,54!. A possible explanation is tha
the level system of argon is modified near collapse beca
of the close packing of atoms under the high pressure.
actuall2 may then be shifted to smaller wavelengths.

How does the spectrum differ for other noble gases? T
essential parameter distinguishing them is the ionization
ergyEion . For the samePa andR0 , Fig. 4~a! also shows the
spectrum for a xenon bubble, computed with the appropr
changes in material parameters. As in experiment, the e
sion is much more intense than for argon, and it display
maximum atl2(Xe)'336 nm, which is quite close to th
actually measured maximum.2 In Fig. 4~b! the variation of

FIG. 3. ~a! Temperature pulseT(t) in an argon bubble, identical with the
solid line of Fig. 2~a!. ~b! Resulting light intensities emitted by an argo
bubble with a wavelength- and temperature-dependent photon absorp
coefficient for different wavelength intervals~parameters as in Fig. 2!.
Again, PUV , Pr , and Pd are shown. Here, the variation of the indicate
pulse widths is small~only '10% with respect to the red pulse!. The peak
powers are 4.6231024 W (PUV), 1.3431024 W (Pr), and 1.69
31023 W (Pd); this results in a total of'6.93105 detectable emitted pho-
tons.~c! Optical thicknesst[(2klR)(t) at the center of the UV~250 nm,
dashed! and red~750 nm, dot–dashed! spectral intervals. The bubble i
clearly an optically thin~transparent! volume emitter throughout the oscil
lation ~even at collapse!, but is absorbing red light considerably strong
than UV photons.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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the pulse widths with wavelength is shown for both Ar a
Xe. Unlike Ar, Xe displays a moderate variation~though still
considerably below what one finds for the ideal blackbod!,
which should be observable, if bubbles of high intensity~and
therefore large pulse widths! can be sufficiently stabilized in
the experiment. Both the stronger light emission and
higher variance of the pulse width for Xe are well explain
by the smaller ionization energy of xenon,Eion(Xe)
'12.1 eV, which yields smaller exponential damping fact
in kl at givenT, and therefore raises opacity. Thus, xen
bubbles become more similar to the optically thick ide
blackbody discussed in Sec. III than argon bubbles. For
gon bubbles, stronger collapses lead to higher temperat
and therefore likewise to a behavior closer to an ideal bla
body due to larger absorptivity via smallerEion /kBT. In par-
ticular, for largerPa and R0 the pulse width variation be
tween the red and ultraviolet pulse becomes more signific
This is corroborated by the experimental data in Ref.
where a lower water temperatureT` ~allowing for stronger
driving and larger bubbles! leads to measurable variations
the pulse widths.

V. PARAMETER DEPENDENCE OF LIGHT EMISSION
IN THEORY AND EXPERIMENT

In the last section we have seen that the present inter
tation of sonoluminescence is capable of producing pulse
the correct shape, size, intensity, and spectrum. Becaus
the simplicity of the equations used, we are able to comp
these characteristics for the whole parameter space of
bubbles with very little numerical effort. Therefore, we c
show that the numbers reported above for our particular
ample of Pa and R0 are not special cases, but fit into
consistent picture.

FIG. 4. ~a! Spectral radiance of emitted SL light~averaged over one driving
periodTd) from an argon bubble withPa51.3 atm andR055.0mm ~solid
line!; the driving frequency isf 520 kHz. A xenon bubble driven at the
same parameters yields a much higher spectral radiance~dashed!. A com-
parison with the experimental spectra in Ref. 2 shows good agreement
in intensity and in variation across the detectable part of the spec
(200 nm,l,800 nm); the experimentally reported spectra decay so
what faster toward the red.~b! The variation of the pulse width withl,
computed for the total power contained in intervals ofDl5100 nm, cen-
tered aroundl5250 nm, 350 nm,...,750 nm. This corresponds to exp
ments using filters of'100 nm bandwidth.39 The calculation for argon
~solid! yields very small variations: those for xenon~dashed! are more pro-
nounced and should be detectable in experiment.
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From studies on diffusive equilibria,13,16,17we know that
for stableSBSL there is a unique stable equilibrium ambie
radiusR0

e determined byPa at constantf andc` /c0 ~Fig. 5!.
HereR0

e(Pa) is a monotonically growing function, so that a
largerPa the bubbles are not only more strongly driven, b
also larger in ambient size. Therefore, the brightest bubb
should be found at the shape instability threshold, which
termines the largest bubbles stable toward shape oscillati
The calculations of Ref. 13, which neglect the effect of th
mal damping on the bubble oscillation, locate the maxim
R0 near 5–6mm, almost independent ofPa , whereas atPa

*1.5 atm, bubbles of all sizes become unstable~Rayleigh–
Taylor instabilities!.13 Experiments22 and more elaborate nu
merical calculations,19 which include thermal effects in mor
detail, have shown that the stability threshold lies somew
higher, e.g., 7mm61mm for 20 kHz driving.22 As the ambi-
ent water temperature influences viscosity, solubility, a
water vapor pressure, the threshold depends also onT` , al-
lowing for largerR0 and larger forcing pressurePa in cooler
water.16

If the experiment we want to understand is conduc
using a gas mixture containing molecular gases, the chem
dissociation theory14 predicts that only the monatomic~noble
gas! constituents will remain in the bubble. Therefore, t
relevant gas concentrationc` for the experiment is the noble
gas partial concentration. If, e.g., air, which contains 1%
gon, is degassed to 20% of saturation, the actually relev
concentration isc` /c050.2%.

Moving along a curve of stable diffusive equilibria at
fixed gas concentrationc` /c0 ~Fig. 5!, we can compute the
fundamental properties of the light emission, namely, pu
widths and light intensities, for all stable SL bubbles at
prescribed gas concentration and driving frequency. The
rently available experimental data were obtained at~i! 26.5
kHz ~Ref. 2, only intensities are reported!, ~ii ! 20 kHz ~Refs.
39, 40; only pulse widths are reported!, ~iii ! 29 kHz~Ref. 42,

th
m
-

-

FIG. 5. Curves of diffusive equilibria~thick lines! for argon bubbles driven
at f 520 kHz at dissolved gas concentrationsc` /c050.07%, 0.20%, and
0.35%~this corresponds to the concentrations reported in Ref. 39!. The solid
parts of the curves represent stable equilibriaR0

e(Pa), the dashed parts are
unstable. The parametric surface instability restricts the radius to less
'5.5 mm ~calculated in Ref. 37, thin solid line! or '6.5 mm
~experimental,22 indicated as the hatched region!.
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wherePa is not calibrated!, and~iv! 34 kHz ~Ref. 41, inten-
sities are given in relative units!.

Let us first compare the photon numbers and spec
intensities obtained in~i! to the present model predictions fo
the given concentrationc` /c050.4%: assuming a maximum
R0 of 7.5 mm, we conclude that the maximum intensity o
curs atPa51.46 atm. The number of emitted photons at t
point is '83106, which is in close agreement with the re
ported value in Refs. 2, 38 for well-cooled water. Followin
the diffusive equilibria with varyingPa , we obtain the pho-
ton numbers displayed in Fig. 6 in aPa interval, which is
clearly inside the range reported for SBSL experiments. T
weakest light pulses~at high ambient temperatures! are re-
ported to have;104 photons; according to our model, the
correspond to bubbles of sizeR0'3.5mm.

In Ref. 39 of case~ii !, pulse widths as a function ofPa

were given, reproduced in Fig. 7~a!. The corresponding cal
culations in the present model yield the values in Fig. 7~b! as
a function ofPa . The shortest pulse widths are obtained
the smallest bubbles at the turning point of the diffus
equilibrium line ~cf. Fig. 5!. The range of pulse widths
agrees well with experiment; also, the shape of the gro
with Pa is reproduced, apart from the apparent saturation
FWHM at the lowest gas concentrations and the highestPa

@circles in Fig. 7~a!#. These particular experimental dat
however, display a quite large uncertainty in the measu
ment of concentration; for the theoretical curve in Fig. 7~b! a
mean concentration was used. The absolute values oPa

FIG. 6. Calculated total numbers of emitted photons in the detectable w
length interval@200 nm, 800 nm# as a function ofPa , with R0 determined
by the diffusive equilibrium atc` /c050.4%. The driving frequency is 26.5
kHz, as in Ref. 2~the solid line is a guide to the eye!.
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deviate from the experiment by about 0.10–0.15 atm. Ap
from the obvious inaccuracies and simplifying assumptio
in our model, this could also, in part, result from the expe
mental difficulty of measuring the true driving amplitudePa

~a systematic error of about the size of the reported de
tions is possible59!.

The data in~iii ! do not have calibratedPa values, so that
a direct comparison is not possible. Nevertheless, the
served pulse widths again agree with the range of val
computed from the presented model. The important obse
tion of longer widths for the longer-wavelength part of th
spectrum when working at lowT` was already explained in
Sec. IV.

The most extensive dataset is presented in case~iv!,41 for
Ar, Xe, and He at 0.004 atm~3 Torr! partial pressure
(c` /c0'0.4%). In that work, the intensities are given rel
tive to the maximum intensity obtained from a 0.2 atm~150
Torr! air bubble~i.e., a 0.002 atm or 1.5 Torr Ar bubble!,
which is not given in absolute numbers for this case of
534 kHz driving. Figure 1 of the experimental paper41

shows examples of the pulse widths in air at that par
pressure, together with the fraction of maximum intens
As we can compute the intensity corresponding to the gi
pulse widths, we can deduce the maximum intensity for
atm air from this data. In Fig. 8 we have normalized
theoretical intensity data by this value ('6.53105 photons
or 3.9310213J emitted per oscillation cycle!.

One of the most striking features of Fig. 2~a! in Ref. 41
is the high intensity of xenon SBSL, which is clearly repr
duced in our Fig. 8~a!. The values for both pulse width an
relative intensity are in very good accord with the expe
ment. Even more important is the fact that the dependenc
the pulse width on the intensity agrees very well with t
measurements, because this indicates that the basic me
nisms of light emission are represented correctly in
present approach. Figure 8~b! corresponds to Fig. 2~b! of
Ref. 41, showing the same graph in the region of sma
intensities for Xe and Ar bubbles atc` /c050.4%, as well as
for Ar at c` /c050.03%, corresponding to the 0.026 atm~20
Torr! air bubbles used in the experiment. The dependen
of the pulse widths on the intensities again compare w
with the measured values, especially considering the simp
ity of the model we presented. Moreover, at the same
concentration, Xe and Ar bubbles follow practically identic
curves in this diagram, although a given pulse width cor

e-
to the
del
the
FIG. 7. ~a! Measured pulse widths, reproduced from Ref. 39 for argon bubbles driven atf 520 kHz at three different concentrations of dissolved air~the
oxygen concentrations are given here!. ~b! Calculated pulse widths for diffusively stable argon bubbles at relative gas concentrations corresponding
experimental values in~a!. The stableR0 values can be read off Fig. 5. The discrepancy on thePa axis to experiment may be due to inaccuracies of the mo
or to the difficulties of calibratingPa in the experiment. The pulse widths and the shape of theirPa dependence are, however, in good agreement, with
exception of the apparent saturation of the experimental data at the lowest concentrations and the highestPa .
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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sponds to differentPa and R0 for Ar and Xe, respectively.
This is another experimental feature of Fig. 2~b! in Ref. 41
reproduced within the present approach. Note that the lar
numerical values for pulse widths and intensities displa
for Ar and Xe atc` /c050.4% in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b! occur
for bubbles of the same size and at the same driving p
sure: in both cases,Pa

max'1.47 atm andR0
max'5.5mm. This

is consistent with the concept of shape instabilities as
limiting factor for R0 and Pa , cutting off the growth along
the curve of diffusive equilibria~cf. Fig. 5!, as the shape
instability thresholds are virtually identical for both Ar an
Xe.

Note that the dataset for 0.026 atm air@diamonds in Fig.
8~b!# probes all salient features of the theory presented h
The values forPa andR0 are calculated using the diffusiv
stability formalism, under the assumption that only arg
remains in the bubble~the relative concentration is thu
taken to be 0.03%, not 3%!. From the resulting parameters o
bubble dynamics, the light emission is calculated. The c

FIG. 8. ~a! Calculated pulse widths~open circles! for diffusively stable
xenon bubbles atf 534 kHz andc` /c050.4% ~as reported in Ref. 41! as a
function of pulse intensity. The filled symbols are the experimental value
Ref. 41. The intensities are given relative to the maximum intensity for
atm ~150 Torr! air ~argon concentrationc` /c0'0.2%). In experiment the
brightest bubbles were obtained at lower water temperatures, where str
forcing and larger bubble radii are possible~Ref. 16!. ~b! A comparison of
the pulse widths for diffusively stable Ar~triangles! and Xe~circles! bubbles
for the same parameters as in~a!, now in the range of smaller intensities an
widths. Solid symbols denote experimental data, open symbols theore
results. Diamonds represent values for argon atc` /c050.03%, correspond-
ing to the 0.026 atm~20 Torr! air experiment reported in Ref. 41.
Downloaded 13 Apr 2005 to 130.89.112.66. Redistribution subject to AIP
st
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e
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siderable change in gas concentration from 0.4% to 0.03%
the experiments results in a corresponding change in
functional dependence of width on intensity, which is ve
well covered by the present calculations; see Fig. 8~b!.

The values for helium from Ref. 41 could not be repr
duced; the computations yield much too faint bubbles if o
the material parameters are changed, mostly because o
huge ionization energyEion(He)'24.6 eV. While experi-
ments report that He bubbles are about a factor of 10
bright2 than xenon, the present model would predict ab
four orders of magnitude difference. A possible explanat
is our neglect of the presence of water vapor molecules o
after the bubble becomes hot enough—the radicals der
from them. They are also capable of light absorption a
emission, probably at lowerT than the noble gases, becau
their ionization energies are lower4 ~in the range of'14 eV
for both H and O!. Thus, for He with its extremely high
ionization energy, it is possible that it is rather the ‘‘impur
ties’’ ~water vapor! in the gas that are responsible for th
major part of the light emission than the noble gas its
~Ref. 57; cf. also Ref. 58!.

VI. SUMMARY, PREDICTIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS

In summarizing, we repeat that the main contributors
the light emission from the hot bubble are thermal brem
strahlung and recombination radiation from an ensemble
atoms, ions, and electrons. All these processes depend
cially on the degree of ionization, which is generally qu
small ~;1% for Ar, &10% for Xe!. The inherent blackbody
character of the thermal radiation is changed because o
small opacity or absorptivity of the bubble. Its small optic
thickness leads to a considerable reduction of the total e
ted intensity compared with the results for a blackbody
infinite opacity, thus coming much closer to the observ
intensities. Moreover, the transparency of the bubble
counts for the experimentally observed short duration a
approximate wavelength independence of the pulse wid
which calculations assuming an ideal blackbody fail to e
plain. When using explicit formulas for the opacity contrib
tions due to absorption and reemission of photons in the
bubble~Secs. IV and V!, the simple approach presented he
does surprisingly well in predicting the pulse shapes a
widths, as well as the spectral shape and intensity of the l
emission for both Ar and Xe SBSL bubbles.

It is the various features of the optical thicknesstl(t)
52kl@T(t)#R(t) that are responsible for the characteris
deviations of the emitted light pulses from those of simp
black body theory. In particular, the optical thickness is p
portional to an exponential switch that determines the pu
widths, namely,

tl~ t !}expS 2
Eion

kBT~ t ! D . ~26!

Thus, a characteristic energy scale—the ionization energ
the noble gas atom—enters the picture, which isnot present
in blackbody radiation. Even the maximum temperatures
collapse are still fairly small compared toEion /kB for noble
gases, making the switch extremely sensitive. This expla
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both the reduced width and the reduced intensity of
pulses in the optically thin case. As the switch~26! is l
independent, the counterintuitive finding of nearly equ
pulse widths in the red and UV part of the spectrum is
natural consequence of the model. The absolute value
photon absorption, however, isl dependent and leads to
pronouncedly larger opacity for longer wavelengths due
the terms proportional tol2 andl3 in ~23! and~25!, respec-
tively @cf. Fig. 3~c!#.

Note that for an only slightly different range of value
for Eion /kBT, the computation would have resulted
bubbles that are either very opaque and would behave sim
to blackbody bubbles~see Sec. III!, or they would be opti-
cally very thin ~transparent! all of the time, with emission
rates many orders of magnitude lower than those obse
experimentally. This strong sensitivity toEion gives us fur-
ther confidence that our interpretation captures the essen
of the light emission mechanism of sonoluminesci
bubbles.

The most reassuring feature is probably the agreem
with the experimentally observed dependence of the p
width on the pulse intensity~Fig. 8!, two accurately measur
able physical quantities for which unambiguous experim
tal data are available. The successful reproduction of
relationship over the whole range of observed intensities
pulse widths is a strong indication that the present theor
indeed generally applicable for SBSL bubbles and not jus
special cases.

According to the now widely accepted picture of mo
ecule dissociation in hot SBSL bubbles,14 the interior of sta-
bly oscillating SBSL bubbles prepared with some gas m
ture eventually consists of almost pure noble gases, wh
first ionization potentials vary from 24.6~He! to 12.1 eV
~Xe!. As the quotientEion /kBT becomes smaller for Xe, an
the temperatures become higher because of the smaller
mal diffusivity x of Xe computed from~8!, the switch~26!
loses its sensitivity. Consequently, Xe bubbles should,
cording to the present model~i! be brighter, as seen in Fig. 8
and~ii ! experience a less rapid cutoff of light emission due
increased opacity. Therefore, not only should the pulse w
for Xe be longer, but we predict that also its variation w
wavelength should be detectable for the brightest bubb
which have pulse widths of more than 300 ps; see Fig. 4~b!.

Quite generally, al dependence of the pulse width wi
be more pronounced for more violent collapses~‘‘upscaled’’
sonoluminescence!, which yield longer pulse widths as we
as higher temperatures, intensities, and opacities. One p
bility of upscaling is lowering the ambient water temperatu
T` , which indeed leads to the expected detection of
pulse width variation, even for argon.42 Also, lower driving
frequenciesf should act in the same direction, becau
bubbles exhibit stronger collapses at smaller frequencies17,37

While we expect the light emission to be much stronger
lower f,37 the effects on the maximum bubble temperatu
will be less pronounced. A rather pronounced change of
experimental parameters~while maintaining stable bubbles!
seems to be necessary to raiseTmax considerably; in all case
calculated above, the maximum bubble temperatures lie
Downloaded 13 Apr 2005 to 130.89.112.66. Redistribution subject to AIP
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relatively narrow window of;20 000–25 000 K~much
smaller thanEion /kB , even for Xe!.

Our aim in this work is to demonstrate the feasibility
calculating realistic light emission for SBSL usingvery
simple physics. The dynamical equations contain just th
Rayleigh–Plesset equation, a rudimentary modeling of h
exchange between the gas bubbles and the ambient wate
a polytropic exponent, and thermal photon emission, tak
proper care of the reduced gas opacity. The emission me
nisms mentioned above, as well as all other elements of
theory, are well-known physical effects and no exotic ‘‘ne
physics’’ has to be proposed. In fact, there is a grow
consensus among theorists that SBSL light can be accou
for by photon emission involving the relatively few ions an
free electrons present in the interior of the collapsed bub
This includes the computations by Mosset al.4 and Yasui,25

the CEM model,6 and bremsstrahlung calculations.26 Experi-
mental findings have paralleled this convergence, as all d
on the pulse widths and their dependence on parame
agree very well today. We are confident that the essentials
well as the details of SBSL emission, can be understo
along these lines. As the principle of Occam’s razor tells
we should not choose a more complicated model if a sim
explanation already agrees with reality.

In the present paper, the light emission of SBSL bubb
is treated as an integral part of the bubble dynamical ca
lations governed by the Rayleigh–Plesset equation~1!. All
the various features of the RP-SL bubble approach—sh
stability, diffusive stability, chemical processes in th
bubble, and, finally, light emission as thermal emission fro
an optically thin body—fit together and give a consiste
picture of SBSL in its whole experimental parameter ran
There are no free parameters in the calculations; no funct
or constants are chosen arbitrarily. Due to the simplicity
the approach, the complete parameter space of SL is ac
sible to these calculations. With the predictions given abo
measurements will be able to show if this approach ho
true, whose most satisfactory feature may be its ability
explain as outlandish an effect as single bubble sonolumin
cence by the application of very simple physical principle
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